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Abstract – Copper precipitates have been deliberately
formed in single-crystal silicon wafers in order to
study their impact on carrier lifetimes. The injection-
dependence of the measured lifetimes of samples
with different dopant type and resistivity reveals the
presence of both shallow and deep levels associated
with the precipitates, in support of previous DLTS
studies. Although such precipitates are expected to
produce a continuous range of interacting energy
levels, a simple model using only one shallow and
one deep Shockley-Read-Hall recombination centre
results in a consistent fit across all samples.

1. INTRODUCTION

Metallic precipitates are often a dominant
recombination centre in multicrystalline silicon
wafers, and are therefore of critical importance in
solar cells. In general, these precipitates contain
several different metallic species, as well as other
impurities such as oxygen and carbon. Unfortunately,
their diverse composition means that controlled
studies of these ‘native’ precipitates are difficult. In
order to learn about the recombination behaviour of
precipitates, it is therefore desirable to study those
that contain only a single metallic species.

Recently, Sachdeva et al.[1] found that conditions
which initiate precipitation of Cu in p-Si
simultaneously give rise to a sudden decrease in the
diffusion length. By contrast, the diffusion length
decreases more evenly with increasing Cu
concentration in n-Si, in which precipitation occurs
easily, even for low Cu concentrations[2,3]. These
facts suggest that, of the various possible forms Cu
can take in Si, Cu precipitates tend to dominate the
carrier lifetime when present. This dominance,
coupled with the fact that the conditions that bring
about precipitation are fairly well understood, makes
them an ideal candidate to study precipitate-driven
recombination.

One of the most important electronic features of
precipitates in general is that they produce states in
the forbidden gap which occupy a range of energy

levels, as opposed to discrete, single-energy states
typically caused by interstitial metal atoms. Cu
precipitates are no exception, as shown by modelling
of DLTS spectra by Schröter et al., who identified a
defect band from EC-0.2eV to EC-0.5eV[4-6]. They
were also able to conclude that these states were
‘band-like’ rather than localised, meaning that they
interact with one another directly through carrier
hopping.

As a result, a rigorous recombination model for such
distributed, interacting states would be quite
complex. In this present study, we have approximated
them with two non-interacting Shockley-Read-Hall
recombination centres. The net impact of the
interactions between the states and their non-discrete
distribution are then lumped into a relatively small set
of ‘effective’ energy levels and cross-sections.
Despite the apparent crudeness of this simple model,
the results indicate that it can indeed provide a good
explanation of the measured injection-dependent
lifetimes.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Most of the Cu contaminated samples were prepared
at the Australian National University (ANU). An
additional sample from the University of California,
Berkeley (UC) was originally prepared for Cu
precipitation studies published elsewhere[1].

A critical aspect of preparing the samples is to ensure
that most of the Cu is in fact precipitated in the bulk
of the wafers, and not at the surfaces or present
interstitially. As mentioned, bulk Cu precipitation
occurs spontaneously in n-Si[7], even for low Cu
concentrations, due partly to the position of the Fermi
level causing the precipitates to be negatively charged
or neutral. In p-Si however, precipitation only seems
to occur when the Cu concentration exceeds a critical
level that is approximately equal to the acceptor
concentration plus 1016cm-3[7].

Hence, in this study, the n-Si sample contains a
relatively low bulk Cu concentration of 1×1014cm-3,
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while the p-Si samples have 3×1016cm-3 Cu to ensure
precipitation in even the most heavily doped sample
(1Ωcm, or NA=1.5×1016cm-3). A further p-Si sample
(250Ωcm) with a lower Cu concentration of
1×1014cm-3 is also included.

The ANU samples were <100> FZ-Si implanted with
70keV  Cu63 isotopes at 100°C to reduce the
formation of an amorphous layer. Doses were chosen
to give the desired bulk Cu concentrations after
annealing. The implant was 3×3cm in size to allow
accurate lifetime measurements.

After implantation and cleaning, the samples were
annealed at 900°C for 54 minutes to distribute the Cu
evenly. At this temperature, the solid solubility limit
of Cu in silicon is more than 1017cm-3, safely above
the target values[8]. 54 minutes is sufficient for the
Cu to diffuse 10 times the thickness of the thickest
wafer, ensuring a uniform distribution within the
wafer bulk. The samples were then etched to remove
residual implant damage or Cu pile-up at the surfaces.

For each resistivity, control samples were processed
in parallel. In all cases the lifetimes of the control
samples were at least an order of magnitude greater
than those with Cu, meaning the latter are not
affected by surface or Auger recombination, furnace
contamination, or the lifetime of the starting material.

The preparation of the sample from UC is described
in detail elsewhere[1]. The most important features
are that it was p-Si 12Ωcm CZ, prepared by dipping
in dilute CuF2 solution and then annealing at 900°C.
This resulted in a bulk Cu concentration of
2.2×1017cm-3 (as determined by the solubility limit),
sufficiently high to ensure precipitation after cooling.

To passivate the surfaces, all samples were coated
with plasma SiN films[9]. Lifetime measurements
were then performed using the Quasi-Steady-State
PhotoConductance technique (QSSPC)[10] coupled
with a generalised analysis[11]. Since the sample
prepared at UC was significantly smaller (100mm2)
than the inductive coil used, special silicon samples
of the same shape and size were prepared to re-
calibrate the apparatus.

3. RECOMBINATION MODEL

The Shockley-Read-Hall model provides a basis for
calculating the injection-dependence of the carrier

lifetime if the energy level and the capture cross
sections of a defect are known. It is generally
expressed in terms of the capture time constants for
electrons and holes τn0 and τp0, which are related to
the recombination centre density NSRH through
τn0=1/(NSRH cn) and τp0=1/(NSRH cp). The parameters
cn and cp are equal to the product of the thermal
velocity and capture cross section for each carrier
type. Details of the model can be found
elsewhere[12].

In attempting to model the lifetime curves dominated
by Cu precipitates, we have chosen two non-
interacting levels at the extremes of the range
suggested by Schröter: EC-0.2 and EC-0.5eV. The
values of cn and cp for each level are unknown, and
have been treated as fit parameters. It should be
remembered that, in general, the only parameters that
can be unambiguously determined from such fits are
the product of the defect density and cn or cp. Since in
this case we do not know the precipitate density by
other means, the parameters reported are only
relative, not absolute. Hence we may only really
determine the ratio of cn and cp. Furthermore, as
mentioned above, since the two energy levels used
only approximate the likely energy distribution, the
ratio of cn and cp for each level should be thought of
as an effective parameter.

These limitations may at first appear to make the
modelling somewhat pointless. However, there are
two important constraints that make it less
ambiguous. Firstly, the density of defects at the EC-
0.2 and EC-0.5eV levels are forced to be equal for
each sample. This merely reflects the fact that the
precipitates are considered to be physically identical
in each sample. Secondly, since the capture cross-
sections are not expected to change either, the same
set of cn and cp values are used for all of the samples.
An important exception to this requirement is the EC-
0.5eV level in the n-Si case, as discussed below.

Finally, the primary purpose of this modelling
exercise is not just to determine cn and cp ratios, but
to determine whether, at least for the case of Cu
precipitates, the continuous distribution of energy
levels can be reasonably well approximated by a
single shallow and a single deep SRH level. This is
highly relevant for future attempts to characterise
precipitates.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the injection-dependent lifetime
measurements for all of the samples in this study. The
corresponding dopant densities, total Cu
concentrations and fit parameters are shown in Table
I. Note that the same energy levels and cn and cp

values are used for all of the samples (except the n-Si
wafer, as discussed below). The only parameters that
are altered between samples are the dopant density,
which is known, and the nominal recombination
centre density (the same value is used for both energy
levels). This final parameter simply shifts the curves
vertically.

The two energy levels used were EC-0.2eV and EC-
0.5eV. However, self-consistent fits are also possible
with other pairs of deep and shallow energy levels. It
is also difficult to unambiguously determine from the
modelling if the levels are in the upper or lower band-
half, although the change of cross-sections observed
for the n-Si sample, discussed below, strongly
suggests they are in the upper half. The 250Ωcm p-
type sample allows us to state with certainty that the
deep level must be further than 0.33eV from either
band edge, while the shallow level must be at most
0.33eV from either band. Future work with a larger
range of samples, and combination with Temperature
Dependent Lifetime Spectroscopy (TDLS)[12]
performed at Fraunhofer ISE, will pinpoint the band-
halves and energy levels more exactly.

Nevertheless, although limited at this stage, the
results are consistent with those of Schroter et al., and
tend to confirm that Cu precipitates are responsible
for the poor lifetimes in both n-Si and p-Si in this and
other studies[13].

Importantly, the fact that the shapes of the curves are
qualitatively correct for each resistivity indicates that
the two-level SRH model describes the data well. An

obvious feature is that the higher resistivity wafers
show a hump-like shape. This reflects the fact that the
shallow level at EC-0.2eV, which dominates in high
injection, decreases the lifetime with increasing
carrier concentration. In the more heavily doped
samples, the shallow level has a much flatter
dependence, although this is not clear in the measured
data because high-injection could not be achieved. By
contrast, the deep level, which dominates at low
injection, causes a strongly increasing lifetime for all
resistivities. This is indeed typical of many systems
that involve simultaneous deep and shallow
levels[12,14].

Figure 1. Measured lifetimes for wafers of various
resistivities containing Cu precipitates, and two-
centre SRH model fits.
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Table I. Parameters for the 5 samples in Figure 1 containing Cu precipitates. The parameters in italics are
involved in the SRH fitting process.
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Figure 2 shows the relative contribution of the deep
and shallow levels for the n-type sample. In this case,
it was not possible to obtain a satisfactory fit with the
cn and cp values used for the p-type samples, as
shown on the Figure. For this sample, the Fermi level
lies in between the two SRH levels, whereas in all
other samples the Fermi level is well below both (see
Table I). Since the charge state of the precipitate
would therefore be different in the n-type sample, it is
in fact physically reasonable to expect the capture
cross sections to change. Specifically, this level
would become more negatively charged, and
therefore less attractive to electrons and relatively
more so for holes. Consistent with this, the value of
cn of the deep level used in the modelling decreased
by an order of magnitude, while cp increased. It is not
clear why the shallow level remains unchanged, since
presumably it should also be affected by the change
in charge. It should be kept in mind that the cross
sections could be different again for differently doped
n-Si, since the extent of charging would change.

Another interesting aspect of the results relates to the
250Ωcm p-type sample with low Cu concentration.
As discussed above, it is not necessarily expected that
the Cu would precipitate easily in such a sample.
However, the lifetime curve can be accurately fitted
using the same parameters as the other p-type wafers.
It seems likely then that at least some of the Cu in
this sample has precipitated, and that these
precipitates dominate the lifetime. Note that the

recombination centre density NSRH used to model this
sample, which is proportional to the precipitate
density, is two orders of magnitude lower than the
sample with a greater Cu concentration.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Irrespective of the complex nature of interacting,
distributed energy levels associated with Cu
precipitates in silicon, their impact on carrier
lifetimes can be adequately described by two non-
interacting SRH recombination centres. A reasonably
good fit was obtained using levels at EC-0.2 and EC-
0.5 eV, which correspond to previously identified
upper and lower edges of Cu-related defect bands.
This finding helps to confirm that Cu precipitates are
indeed responsible for the minority carrier lifetime
degradation in p-Si and n-Si.
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Figure 2. Fit for the 20Ωcm n-type sample showing
contributions form shallow and deep levels. The
dashed line represents the deep level with the values
of cn and cp as used for the p-type samples.
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